
4:00pm - 6:00pm Forum/Roundtable  

Sunday February 2nd 2020

Offsite SIG (Special Interest Groups) Forums

Participate in colleague-facilitated discussion for sharing top-of-mind insights, ideas and practices - with 100%
audience interaction. Colleagues are invited to gather off site and engage in open topic conversations within
their specific constituent groups.

ETC's Annual Conference 2020
Travel Planner Forum Agenda

As of: 12/31/2019



  Ticketed Event Offsite - Hunter Museum  

  Ticketed Event Offsite - Tennessee Aquarium  

4:30pm - 6:30pm Forum  

8:00am - 12:00pm   Ticketed Event Forum   
MH East West Room  

MAC Only (Museums, Art, Cultural) Forum

MAC (Museums, Art, Culture)

Connect with travel planners from similar institutions and operators with a priority focus on museum, art and
cultural tour programs at this Off Site Forum at the Hunter Museum. Join a facilitated roundtable discussion with
museums, art and cultural nonprofit organizations and discuss state of mind issues, concerns and ideas and learn
what others in your field are doing to advance their institutions travel programs. Come prepared with questions,
challenges and top of mind topics to discuss in this facilitated roundtable.

NACZ Only (Natural History, Aquarium, Conservation & Zoos) Forum

NACZ (Natural History, Aquariums, Conservation, Zoos) - Tennessee Aquarium

Connect with travel planners from similar institutions and operators with a priority focus on conservation and
sustainable tourism programming at this Off Site Forum held at the Tennessee Aquarium. Join a facilitated
roundtable discussion with natural history institutions, aquariums, conservation societies and zoos and travel
partners on sustainability concepts in travel programs and discuss potential opportunities for connecting projects
and research into program curriculum's and activities. Learn what others in your field are doing to advance their
institutions travel programs to become an agent for good. Come prepared with questions, challenges and top of
mind topics to discuss in this facilitated roundtable.

Facilitator(s)
  Shannon Fuller - Assistant Director, Conservation Travel, John G. Shedd Aquarium

Jumpstart Seminar: Welcome and Orientation

Open only to Jumpstart attendees. Get the jump on meeting your fellow travel planners and faculty as you prepare for
the next day's "Jumpstart" slate of foundational topics. Begin to form your professional network to mutually support each
others' travel program efforts.

Presenter(s)
  Mary Ann Hunt - Associate Director, Tufts University, Alumni Relations
  Beth Ray-Schroeder - Director, Alumni Travel, Duke University
  William Bennett - Director of Alumni Travel, Indiana University Alumni Association
  Michel LaRiviere - International Marketing Specialist, Travel Manitoba
  J. Mara DelliPriscoli - Founder, Educational Travel Consortium

The Jumpstart Seminar is made possible through the support of USI Travel Insurance Services (Visit them
at their tabletop displays in the International Bazaar at: ).

Monday February 3rd 2020

Jumpstart Seminar: Fundamentals of Affinity Travel for Planners only

Open only to Travel Planners with 0 – 3 years' experience.



8:30am - 12:30pm Roundtable   
CC Meeting Room 1  

12:00pm - 1:00pm Director's Room  

5:15pm - 6:15pm   Travel Planners Only Roundtables  

  Travel Planners Only Roundtable   
MH Lookout Mountain Room  

Participate in focused and detailed training on topics ranging from risk management to marketing, program analysis, and
a special module called “A Day in the Life of the Planner.” This nuts and bolts session will provide useful take-away
information and advice from a select group of seasoned travel planners and will include adequate time for questions and
group discussions. If you would like to join an informal luncheon roundtable with Jumpstarters only to continue informal
conversation after this morning's seminar, be sure to sign up for the deli lunch for Feb. 3rd.

Presenter(s)
  William Bennett - Director of Alumni Travel, Indiana University Alumni Association
  Beth Ray-Schroeder - Director, Alumni Travel, Duke University
  Mary Ann Hunt - Associate Director, Tufts University, Alumni Relations

The Jumpstart Seminar is made possible through the support of USI Travel Insurance Services (Visit them
at their tabletop displays in the International Bazaar at: ).

Fastrack: Travel Planners Only (Invitation only)

This meeting is geared toward seasoned travel planners (at the top managerial level) in their travel role for 15+ years or
more and whose programs have a long-established 15+ year sustained focus on either development, education, or offer
a strong relations component. Topics of discussion may include risk management, working with development,
enrichment lecturer, repeat business, expanding customer base, global issues, and metrics. Roundtable format with a
mix of break out discussion and whole-group discussion. Additional topics of discussion will be set closer in to ETC. If you
plan to partake in extended informal discussion over lunch please be sure to sign up for the Deli Lunch on Monday, Feb.
3rd on your registration form.

Jumpstart Informal Luncheon (optional)

A private room is provided for Jumpstarters to informally continue their conversations about what they have learned and
have the opportunity to get know their colleagues better. Be sure to sign up for the Deli Lunch on Feb. 3rd on your
registration form if you plan to participate.

Alumni Travel Roundtables (Choice of two)

Engage with fellow planners that manage similarly-sized programs: 30+ programs annually, or <30 per year. Take part
in one of these discussions with colleagues who share similar challenges and opportunities based on program size. Come
prepared for robust facilitated conversation, as we share best practices and program ideas.

Alumni Travel Roundtables: 30+ Programs Annually

Facilitator(s)
  Christel Aragon - Director, UCLA Alumni Travel, UCLA Alumni Association

Alumni Travel Roundtables: <30 Programs Annually



  Travel Planners Only Roundtable   
MH Signal Mountain Room  

6:30pm - 6:45pm   Travel Planners Only CC Ballroom E,F,G,H,I,J  

10:00am - 11:00am   Travel Planners Only Forums  

Roundtable   
MH Tennessee River Room  

MH East West Room  

Facilitator(s)
  Leila Derstine - Director of Intellectual Engagement, Williams College

International Bazaar Walk Through Planners Only

Informal opportunity for travel planners only to stroll through the International Bazaar to get an overview of the layout of
destinations, operator and supplier display locations.

Wednesday February 5th 2020

Travel Planner Forum: Best Practices I (4 Options)

Participate in a series of roundtable discussions and professional development opportunities created specifically for your
stakeholder group - and held on one single day.

Creative Marketing: Storytelling around affinity travel

Join fellow Travel Planners in this interactive roundtable discussion focused on how to better tell our own stories
about your travel program. Our facilitators will bring a couple of examples from their organizations and you are
invited to bring any recent creative marketing breakthroughs or ideas that you hope to implement. Of course, we
will also want to focus on how you know if your storytelling efforts are working.

Facilitator(s)
  Shannon Fuller - Assistant Director, Conservation Travel, John G. Shedd Aquarium
  Bridget St. Clair - Executive Manager, Princeton Journeys, Princeton University

Donor Travel Advanced: Travel with Impact - Beyond the basics

Creating transformative donor trips that serve multiple stakeholders and objectives can be a challenge for even
the most experienced travel planners. In this interactive session, we’ll take a deep dive into your burning
questions - from measuring impact, to collaborating with fundraising colleagues, to project management issues -
and develop new strategies for success. Tenured travel planners will have the opportunity to learn from one
another and share solutions for today’s toughest challenges in donor travel. Designed as an advanced session.

Presenter(s)
  Katherine Redington - Vice President of Social Impact Journeys and Business Development, Elevate Destinations
  Caliopy Glaros - Donor Travel Consultant, Philanthropy Without Borders



Roundtable   
CC Meeting Room 1  

Workshop   
MH Plaza Ballroom A,B,C  

11:15am - 12:15pm   Travel Planners Only Forums  

MH Plaza Ballroom A,B,C  

Workshop   
MH East West Room  

ETC White Paper Debrief: Discussion of changes in affinity educational travel

While are experiencing the Golden Age for affinity educational travel, there are dramatic shifts in the market and
in our opportunities. Join the discussion of what you need to do to maintain or increase your success. Drawing
from the concepts in the White Paper (based on the responses of 51 ETC institutions and industry data), this
session will focus on sharing insights and specific recommendations. And, because each program is unique, we
will provide self-assessment questions to spark innovation and guide your planning in terms of sustainability,
competitiveness, and mission alignment for the decade ahead.

Presenter(s)
  Kathy Edersheim - President, Impactrics

Traveler Agreements: Waivers and Other Contract Language - The essential review

So now you manage a travel program...You didn't go to law school but what should you know about traveler
agreements – commonly called “waivers”? Legal counsel, Rodney and Cathy, walk you through the basics in your
effort to develop positive (and protective) relationships between your organization and its travelers. As you will
learn, a clear and informed waiver, consistent with applicable law, is key to running a quality travel program,
including avoiding unpleasant follow up litigation.

Presenter(s)
  Catherine Hansen-Stamp - Attorney, Catherine Hansen Stamp Attorney at Law

Travel Planner Forum: Best Practices II (4 Options)

Participate in a series of roundtable discussions and professional engagement opportunities created specifically for travel
planners - and held on one single day.

Beyond Instagram for Planners: How to do social and digital media in 2020 on a budget
and without staff

Sree Sreenivasan brings all his best (and practical) social, mobile, digital tips with the promise of the highest
return on your investment. Not only will you be sure to improve your digital presence you just might find yourself
increasing your travelers and staff’s joy as well. Bring your notebook (digital or analog) and take lots of notes.

Presenter(s)
  Sree Sreenivasan - Marshall R. Loeb Visiting Professor, Stony Brook School of Journalism

Donor Travel Fundamentals: The pitfalls and possibilities

Affinity travel programs can be one of the most effective ways of raising funds and engaging supporters - but only
if done right. This fundamentals session will explore different models for donor travel, along with their advantages
and common challenges. If you are new to donor travel come learn how to craft a travel program strategy,
establish goals and objectives, and create customized opportunities for authentic and long-term engagement.



Roundtable   
CC Meeting Room 1  

Roundtable   
MH Tennessee River Room  

12:30pm - 1:30pm   All Attendees Roundtables  

CC Meeting Room 1  

Whether you’re currently learning the ropes in a new role or exploring models to develop a new program, you’ll
leave with specific ideas to optimize your existing travel programs and framework to launch new initiatives.

Presenter(s)
  Caliopy Glaros - Donor Travel Consultant, Philanthropy Without Borders
  Katherine Redington - Vice President of Social Impact Journeys and Business Development, Elevate Destinations
Respondent(s)
  Lisa Valdivia - Donor Travel and Events Project Manager, Environmental Defense Fund

ETC White Paper Debrief: Discussion of changes in affinity educational travel (Repeat from
Best Practices I)

While are experiencing the Golden Age for affinity educational travel, there are dramatic shifts in the market and
in our opportunities. Join the discussion of what you need to do to maintain or increase your success. Drawing
from the concepts in the White Paper (based on the responses of 51 ETC institutions and industry data), this
session will focus on sharing insights and specific recommendations. And, because each program is unique, we
will provide self-assessment questions to spark innovation and guide your planning in terms of sustainability,
competitiveness, and mission alignment for the decade ahead.

Presenter(s)
  Kathy Edersheim - President, Impactrics

Going Beyond Inclusion: Real talk about diversity and equity in the travel industry

Given the relative homogeneity of the travel industry, how might operators and guides expand their reach and
invite new populations to enjoy the pleasures and benefits of travel? What kinds of issues should we consider to
improve or provide experiences that resonate for all kinds of travelers? This session offers opportunities for
participants to go beyond inclusion efforts and ask deeper questions about the nature of tourism in a multicultural
and complex world.

Presenter(s)
  Nichole McGrew - Associate Director, UW Alumni Tours, University Of Washington Alumni Association
  Dr. Janet Ferguson - Executive Director, Bermuda College, Lifelong Learning Centre

Ad Hoc Luncheon Topics

Bring your pre-purchased deli lunch to discuss important topics that are current challenges to the educational travel
industry. These smaller, joint sessions of travel planners and DOS take advantage of expertise and varying perspectives
on specific topics and explores how ETC and its strong constituency can become leaders in advocating potential
solutions. The format for the session involves an ETC constituent outlining the challenge briefly with the rest of the time
being used in problem solving and group discussion.

Ivy Plus Planners only Luncheon

Travel planners only from Ivy Plus institutions gather for their annual roundtable discussion at ETC.



1:45pm - 2:45pm   Travel Planners Only Forums  

MH Plaza Ballroom A,B,C  

  Travel Planners Only Roundtable   
MH Tennessee River Room  

Roundtable   
MH East West Room  

Facilitator(s)
  Bridget St. Clair - Executive Manager, Princeton Journeys, Princeton University

Travel Planner Forum: Best Practices III (3 Options)

Participate in a series of roundtable discussions and professional engagement opportunities created specifically for travel
planners - and held on one single day.

Demonstrating the Travel Program's Impact on Your Institution: Data, metrics and
storytelling

Affinity travel provides an opportunity to connect and serve alumni in a truly unique way, but that uniqueness
makes it difficult to present tangible outcomes.  Come to this session to learn how to tell your tour program story
through objective data.

Objectives:

Review what data is important for showing institutional impact and how to analyze it.

Review and discuss peer reports detailing different ways to present outcome results.

Review how best to tell your program’s “story” and deliver it to your important stakeholders.  Discuss strategies
such as aligning institutional goals with the travel program’s and comparing other alumni institution data to your
current program metrics.

Presenter(s)
  Debbie Vargo - Director, Alumni Tours, The Ohio State University Alumni Association

Ensuring Affinity-building and Education in Your Travel Program

Competition in the educational affinity travel market continues to escalate. Providing a unique travel experience
that reflects the sponsoring organization is key to differentiating our programs from the "enhanced" educational
offerings of the mainstream travel industry. This interactive roundtable, led by co-facilitators using strong
educational models, discusses the details about educationally-focused programs and the opportunity for affinity-
building that this focus provides.

Facilitator(s)
  Robert Fure - Director of Lifelong Learning, Washington and Lee University

Short Domestic Trips: Objectives, itineraries, and ROI

Some travelers are opting to stay closer to home for many reasons: time constraints, seeing what's in the back
yard, or limiting carbon footprints. Is it too much of a hassle to hussle to develop or find these opportunities? Co-
facilitators share why such domestic programs meet their objectives and why they think they are worth a try.
They may even tell you where they went wrong along the way, and help you avoid pitfalls Bring your own
experiences and questions for this highly interactive session.



7:30am - 8:30am   Travel Planners Only Roundtable   
MH East West Room  

Facilitator(s)
  Lisa Hill - Manager of Travel & Special Programs, Santa Barbara Museum Of Art
  Lauren Summers - Senior Director of Lifelong Learning & Travel, Association of Yale Alumni

Thursday February 6th 2020

Travel Planner Breakfast Discussions: Conference Reflection: Co-creating an action plan

Conference Reflection: Co-creating an Action Plan

Go home with a plan! Take the time to say “Now what?” before you are bombarded back at the office. This built-in time
for reflection with travel planner colleagues will allow you to distill and share how to apply new or tried and true
strategies to enhance programs, marketing, and engagement tracking. Come prepared with your top three “Wow, I gotta
DO that!” moments, and co-create a preliminary action plan. After the conference, re-pick your top three (in case they
changed) from the plan and vow (or at least try valiantly) to improve your program from the tactical to the strategic and
in whatever time frame you can handle.
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